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A class of perceptrons distinguished from existing perceptrons by the method of !earing is con -
sidered. The block diagram of the perceptron is given and the learning method described in 
detail. The operating algorithms of various classes of perceptrons are compared with the theory 
of pattern recognition based on generalized portraits. 

1. Introduction 

In 1957 a group of American scientists under the leadership of Rosenblatt proposed a perceiving machine scheme 
which was named pe.rceptron. 

The basic considerations for the scheme were that the receptor field switching and the neurons of living or
ganisms cannot be strictly determined, since this would lead, in the first place, to unreliability of the system, and, 
in the second place, to the need for transmitting a great quantity of genetic information. 

Many perceptron schemes have been described in the literature since 1957. The basic aspect of all perceptrons 
has been that the switching of the receptor field and the neurons was random. The block diagram of the perceptron 
is given in Fig. 1. 

The second part of the perceptron , connected with the recognition and learning block has been solved in various 
ways by different authors. 

Thus different perceptron reward schemes were sought, for altering the weights with which the excitations of 
individual neurons were summed. The learning methods previously proposed for perceptrons did not guarantee that 
the weights A.1, •• , >-n• permitting patterns to be recognized, would be found if they existed. The method proposed 
in the present article gives this guarantee. The principle of the perceptron is founded on the axiomatic work [l). 

In [1] a recognition and distinction scheme was described, connected with finding a generalized portrait and a recog
nition threshold. It was proposed that the machine be given a set of images of the set of objects on the unit sphere 
in Hilbert space, which is strictly defined for a given machine. It was shown that assignment of the set u is equiv
alent to the assignment of a single image 

where~ is a constant, ff., an image. The vector <p, the generalized portrait of the pattern, was to be found. 

After development of the generalized portraits of the homogeneous system cp{. . • . , 'Pl{ (the upper index gives 
the number of the homogeneous system) and the corresponding recognition thresholds cL .. . , cJ the distinction 
problem is defined in terms of finding the vector 'Pf for which among the numbers (c/'t f) ... (<P~f) the number 
rql if) be maximum (f is the unit vector in the space, corresponding to the object presented). 

where 

The problem of recognition consisted in determining the existence of and finding the VP-ctor <pf for which 

x~ = e [(fapi) - ci], {
1, z > 0, 

e (z) = 0, z < 0. 
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F r a p c rceptron the prescription of ~ 
o . an lrn 

·val cnt to prescribing a commutation of ~ age 1• r 
equ1 i ti i t:r• tne re I 
and the neurons. Us ng. .1c m age iT a certain Ceptor fleJ 

ex c ha racten z rng the degree of sequenc d 
cx.1 • ••• • n . excftatt e 

tor fi e ld is put into corrcspondance w· h on of tL rec ep It a v 11e 
e E wh ere the di m ensionality m of th ector ln th 

spac m• - e space 1 e 
by the num ber of n : urons. For p erceptrons findJn s deflne4 
. d portrait is equivalent to d e fining the 1 g the &en 
1z e we ghts ~F "a1. 

Fig. 1. 
<p = (A.1 , , • • , Am) 1 

med l·n the R-cell: 
· · ns are sum with which the neuron excitatio 

~/..1Xi =(cpX), 
i 

d x is the neuron outputs. 
where '-i is the amplification factor , an i 

. the literature it is easily remarked that they can be classified in two typ 
Analyzing the perceptrons in • es: 

recognizing and distinguishing perceptrons. 

f Mark-l [Z] can be classed as a perceptron of the recognizing type although 1 Thus the perceptron o type • IS 

operation was described by the authors in the distinction regime . 

Each R-element of a perceptron realizes the operation 

R1 = 0 [] AkiXk - 0] · 
k 

It divides the set of objects into two classes: in the fi rst are objects for which Ri = 1, in the second those for 
which Ri = 0, Objects belonging to the first pattern should be placed in the first class, those which belong to the 
second pattern, in the second class: 

(X cp) > 0, if X is an element of the first pattern, 

(X' <p) <O, ifX' is an element of the second pattern. 

. .T~s mode of operati~n of a perceptron can be interpreted as the recognition of the first class of objects. And 
since it is known that an obJect of the first or second class will be presented a recognized object is assigned to che 
first class, an unrecognized one to the second. 

The perceptrons described by v M Gl hk rrons the 
· d f h · · us ov [3] operate in the distinction regime In these percep 
m ex o t e vector <Pi was found for hi h ( f) • 

w c <Pi was the largest of the numbers (cp1 f), ••• , (<Pn f>. 
The class of perceptrons described . h . the dis· 

tinction regimes. m t e present article can operate both in the recognition and 10 

2. Ima gin g 

The first portion of a perceptron real' (0 <:ct ~ 1) 
characterizing the degree of e . . iz es the translation of a sequence of numbers CX.1• •• • , cxn - ·ng f · 
( xc1tat1on of the f irnag1 
In our case this vector is unique.) receptors, into a vector in the space Em by means o an 

In the perceptrons d escribe:j . h . 
10 t e literature [2 41 h 

• t e imagings employed were 

where Yj are the neuron output s. 
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summation was carried out each time over all the ct' an . 
values l, 0, +1. J' d the rij were tal<cn at random from the possible 

In [5] the imaging proposed was 

Yt = sgn [~ TtjXt - 2} zkiY1c _ o
1
] • 

i k 

Technically imaging is realized by the connection of a certain d f 
Th · f ran om set o receptors to a single summing 

Point a neuron. e signal o the degree of excitation of the ith . . 
' h h _ receptor is received with the sign plus or minus 

in dependence on t e rij· T e neuron has a threshold of excitation a·· the output of th h h 1 0 '1 
h h h . J• e neuron as t e va ue or 

depending on w et er t e sum of signals arriving at the neuron exceeds the threshold a. 
J or not, 

In the ~erc:ptron. clas~ proposed here any of the above imagings can be used, The most convenient, in the 
authors' opinion, is the imag~ng where_together with all the values of Yi· there participate the values Yi· In this case 
the vectors Y(Y1• · · · • Yn• Yt• · •. , Yn) have a single norm. 

3. Block Diagram and Principle of Operation 

The block diagram of the proposed class of perceptrons is given in Fig, 2. We find there: the receptor fi eld 
RF. the neuron fi eld NF, the connection field between them, the unit for calculating the scalar product with the 
generalized portrait and for comparison with the recognition threshold SPC, the memory M, the learning unit L 
and the control system C. 

The first four units are the usual parts of a perceptron, They are present in all known perceptron designs. The 
unit for calculation of the scalar product with the generalized portrait is usually the R-cell, and the generalized 
portrait itself is the vector composed of the amplification coefficients. 

This class of perceptrons is distinguished mainly by its learning principle and the learning unit. The learning 
unit will be described in detail below. In case of an incorrect response during operation, the vector corresponding 
to the unrecognized object is sent to the memory and the learning unit , and is utilized to correct the generalized 
portrait. The control unit realizes this function as well as the coordination of the machine. 

The machine can operate in three regimes: learning, recognition, and distinction, These regimes are de

scribed in detail below, 

4, Learning Regime. Calculation of the Generalized Portrait 

The generalized portrait is calculated by successive approximations. Each approximation is calculated on the 
basis of a finite number of objects of a given pattern presented to the machine, and a finite number of objects of 
other patterns of the same system of homogeneous patterns (a total of~ objects). We denote the set of vectors cor

responding to the presented objects of a given 
pattern by K1, and the set of vectors corresponding 

SPC 

M 

L 

Fig. 2. 

r---1 

1-----..,' LU : Respa_.!1se 
I I L __ J 

Error 
c 

to the objects presented of the other patterns by K2• 

The approximation for the generalized por
trait should satisfy the following condition: 

(X<p) > (Yq>) (1) 

(where X EK1, YEK2 , cp is the approximate gen
eralized portrait) or, 

where ~ is a constant. 

Among all the vectors satisfying condition 
(1) we find a unit vector cp = cp0 such that the 
function C (<p) = min (X, tp) attains a maxi

xex, 
mum, we term it the optimal approximation. 
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~ 
t tc vectors cp [satisfying condition (l)J th 

thC /lCCCpt/\ ) f . I Cre Js 
1 11 assume thnt nrnon.r, ti Is conditi on ls satfs lcu Id entically. such th 

Further, ,_. c s tn , f tit op tfrnnl vector t at 
II x (I< Then or 

(rpX ) > 0 for 3 ' · 1' • lsts. 
ti inrli vector nl wnys ex 

Proposi tlon 1. The op ' 1 c proposition Is obvious, since the f uncu 
. not crnpty' t t on C(cp) I 

If the set of ncccptnblc vectors is d <l set This set is not e mpty since the generalized port s conun!J(),i 
closed, boun e · raft bef 1 

nnd is defin ed on n nonempty' ongi l-0 
. d fl ition of the pattern. 

it nnd c:mts by c 11 cp satisfying the following conditions· 

T
here exists an optimal vector o • 

Proposition 2. 

'Po=~ ct,X, + f ~kyk· 
' (2) 

C ( ) > 
O· ct· > 0 for all i for which (Xtq>o) = C (q>o), and CXi = 0 for all remaining~: 8k s 0 for a11 k 

Here <Jlo • 1 - 11 · · ng k 
for which (Yk, <Jlo) = C (cpo)' and 8 k = 0 for a rem aim -· ~ 

Further we shall term the system of vectors Xi and Y1< for which (Xi cp) = (~k'I') = C(rp) the system of extreme 

vectors S(rp). It is always possible to choose such s.mall ~q> .(JI .1q> II> 0), t.hat rn passage ~rom rp to rp + Aip lie 
have S (cp) ::> S (<p + 6cp). Therefore,in the rnvesu~auonr of the behavior of the function C(cp + t.rp ) forsmau 

variations 6cp it can be assumed that C (cp + .1cp) = n11n (X' 'P + ,1(p), X ES' where X runs only overtheex. 
creme vectors x ES( rp ). Satisfaction of condition (1) can be tested only on the extreme vectors S( ip). 

The optimal vector <Po should be a linear combination of the extreme vectors, since in the contrary case a 
small rotation of the vector, reducing the angle between the vector and the space drawn by the extreme vectors 
can yield an increase of C(cp0) without violating conditions (1) [C(cp0) > OJ. 

We shall assume that the extreme vectors form a linearly independent system. Then the vector <Po is uniqudy 
represented in the form 

<J>o = ~ctiXt + ~ ~kyk· 
i k 

If any of the ai are less than 0 • a rotation of the vector <Po reducing the angle between it and the hypeispace 
E drawn on the system of vectors S( )\X · · <P i can mcrease C(cp) without violating inequalities (1). 

Similarly it is found that all 8 > o If h · · 'ble 
b d 

. I< - • t e system of extreme vectors is linear! y independent, it is possi 
to em e the space En ma space f d ' . l ' X in 
h . 0 imensiona Hy EJ< such that for each vector x· in the space i::_ a vector i 

t e space Ek is found, such that O < JI x : X I 1 
""II 

i - ii < e, and the system X! is linearly independent. 
For the system x '. prop . ti 2 . . 

1 

xj - Xi to construct th1e ve ~si o~ is satisfied; the continuity of <,Oo(X~. • •• ' Xfi) permits the limiting passage 
c or "'0 Xi, · • • 'Xn) satisfying conditions (2) 

Proposition 3. Conditions (2) are a . • . fying (2) 
and C(p) > o. We define the vect ll's tisfied only by one single vector. Let now p be the vector sans 

or co rnear with it: 

or 
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P'=2-c (P) • 
For the vector P' con . 

ditions (2) pass into the follo . . . 
wrng conditions: 

P' = f c:xiXt + Lj ~kYk, XE K
1

, YE K
2

, 
k 

a, > 0 and (X,P') _ 1 - ' ~1 ~ 0 and (Y~P') = 1, 

c:xi = 0 and (XkP') > 1 
L • ~k = 0 and (Y kP') < 1. 

et now two vectors p' ' 
0 and P1 satisf .. 

y condlt1ons (3). Then 
I 

~) 
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~k (P~Yk) = Rk, since Rk - 0 (P'1') 1 t' t' - • or o k = ; 

<Xt (P;Xt) > CXt, ~k (P~Yk) > ~k' since 

(P~xt) > 1 and <Xt > 0, (P~Y k) < 1 and ~k < O; 

ll P~ IF= (P~ 2} (CXjXj + ~kYk)) = 2} CXt + 2} pk; 

(PoP1) > 2} cxk + ~ ~k; ~ P~ j12 < (P~P;). 
similarly 

II P~ li2 < (P~~). 
whence 

p~ = P~. 

This demonstrates the uniqueness of the vector satisfying conditions (3) and the validity of proposition 3. 

Propositions 1 and 2 prove the existence of a vector satisfying conditions (2). But since C(cp0) > 0, then it is 
obvious that there always exists a vector satisfying conditions (3). 

We now consider the following system of differential equations: 

(1 < i < Z), 

I n 

d~i = - E~t + F 2 ( 1 - 2} kije1.j - 2} lei;~;) (l + 1 < i < n), 
d.t 1 1+1 

(4) 

where the kij are pairwise scalar products of vectors from K 1 LJK2, where the number the vectors in K1 from 1 to 

l, and those from K2 from z +1 on. The fun~tions 

or 

Fi(x) = {~ i~~ ~ ~ 8: 
{

x for x < 0, 
F2 (x) = O for x > 0. 

The conditions for equilibrium of the system as e- 0 are expressed in the form 

I n 

C1.i > 0 and 2} kt;<X; -\- 2} kt;~; = i; 
1 1+1 

l n 

(j, · = o a:nd~ kt;C1.J + 21 Tcu~; > i; 
l 1 Hl 

l Tl 

A _. 0 and"" k1;ct; + 2} lcii~i = 1 
t'i <:::::::: ~ 1+1 1 . 
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Fig. 3, 

or 

Introducing the vector 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

i I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

--- _J I ------ J 

----------

we obtain 

or 

ai;;;;:. 0 and (cp' Xi) = 1 or ai = 0 and (<p' Xi) > 1; 

~i ~ 0 and(cp 'Yi) = 1 

~' = 0 .and (cp'Y,) < 1. . eness p•""" 
. . . . hat by virtue of umqu d A cir· 

But those a.e inst conditions (3) applied to the vector ~ '. This sigm fies t ( 

4

) • easily modele · h t lh• 
propoSi ti on 3, the vector ~ 0 

= tp' I II tp' 11 is the op ti ma! approximation. The s yst~m •;s taken so small • ' 
cmt of the model is given in Fig. 3, The quantity <defines the precision of solut1on and 

enor arising due to the finite value of < be commensurable "ith the other enors. kii· from Ki 

The input data for calculating the generalized portrait are thus the scalar produc , hese vectors. f ex· 
h ectors h ts of t e v Jn t e 

· mt mo ' 
and K,. The outputs are the coefficients of the expansion of the generalized portrait <Po • the syste 

. . ndmg ro calculat>on a system of ossen1>a1 "'Presentativ es is auto ma ticau y determined, correspo 'I 
treme Vectors. Only for those vectors are the coefficients a and a distinct from zero, I/ c ::::: 1 fl~ 

'/II cp ' rhe 

Th 

· · I h ·c cpo = cp finding 
e ..:_ecogmt1on tires old for the Vector cp' is 1 and for the generalized portra1 . d by l 

1 V
:E - • • reahze = / a, + :!:~1 . Thus calculation of the generalized portrait ~ and tlrreshold 5." equilibrium Po•i tion of the system (4 ), 

0 

1

, P'" h 

b. cts 3 eac . . ertain ° le d f~ In the leami~g regime the machine as a "hole operates in the following manner. C e neunin 6'1 ·nth• 
sented to the machine, belonging to a given pattern W b . t the output of th tored 

1 
. e o ta1n a vector a are s object, which serves as the latter's representative 

1
.n th . . . g These vectors 

e given random imagrn • 
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. einory. Then in the learning unit the matrix of l 
nl ralfzed portrait is found by the ab d 'b sea ar products of these vectors is calculated and the approximate 
g~beed method. The generalized ov.e-. escn ~ method. The generalized portrait is found by the above-de-
scn portrait is stored in the mem d 
h 

e are retained in the memory h' h . · ory • an of the vectors presented for learning only 
c os w le enter into the generalized . . h 

) Further learning of the g· portraa wu nonzero coefficients ( extrem~ vec -
tors . iven pattern must be carried out d · 1 . 
. it is verified whether the b' . unng earnmg of other patterns. At each presenta -

uon o Ject ts correctly recognized by th r . 
Id exceed the threshold if th b' . e genera tzed portralt or not. The scalar product 

shoU e 0 Ject belongs to the given pattern, and should not exceed it if the presentec 
object belongs to another pattern of the system [f~ (Cl>) J of h 

c omogeneous patterns. 

In case of er.ror the .operator introduces into the machine the signal "error." The vector corresponding to the 
incorrectly recognized object is placed in the memory with indication of membership or nonmembership of the 
object in a given p.attem. The learning block further calculates the extended matrix of scalar products (a row and 
column correspo~ding to the new vector are added) and the new approximate generalized portrait and threshold are 
calculated. Their values ~re transferred to memory and simultaneously those vectors are removed from memory which 
enter into the new generalized portrait with zero coefficients. 

Learning is. continued unt·il· the probability of error is reduced to a prescribed value. Learning can be continued 
even further, dunng the recogmtion phase of the machine's operation, but now it will be necessary to store not only 
the generalized portraits and the thresholds, but also the system of extreme vectors composing the generalized por
trait by their linear combination (to form the extended scalar product matrix). 

5. Recognition Regime 

During recognition a system of homogeneous patterns is shown to the machine and an object is shown. The 
machine should assign it to one of the patterns or decide that it does not belong to any of them. The machine forms 
the scalar product of the vector corresponding to the object shown with each of the generalized portraits of the given 
system of homogeneous patterns and compares them with the thresholds. Further a logical treatment of the obtained 
data occurs; if none or more than one scalar product has exceeded its threshold, the object does not belong to any 
of the patterns: if only a single product (Xrpi) has exceeded its threshold, then the object belongs to the corre
sponding pattern. 

In this method the object has to be compared with all of the generalized portraits of the system (!::comparisons). 

6. Distinction Regime 

In distinction as well a system of homogeneous patterns is shown to the machine, and an object is presented, 
but it is further assumed that the object definitely belongs to one of the patterns of the system. 

Jn distinction the operation of the machine differs from that in recognition only in the following two points. 

There is no logical treatment required of the post-threshold data, since it is certain that one and only one 

scalar product exceeds its threshold. 

A method of operation is also possible without threshold comparisons. The generalized portraits are nor
malized so that the thresholds are equal. Then that generalized portrait ·'Pi for which the maximum (rpkX) is ob

tained corresponds to the required pattern. 
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